After the publication of our Ofsted report, we have put together this Ofsted news Byte to share the highlights with you.

“The overall
impact of
teaching, learning
and assessment
is very effective”
Physics with Alom

The Watford UTC Ofsted Report pg. 1

Maths with Terry

Dallas speaking to Fujitsu ambassadors at our Education Hub Launch

Travel & Tourism students at British Airways

“Students are prepared for future employment or self-employment exceptionally well.
There are many opportunities for students to engage with employers and businesses.”
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‘A really excellent Ofsted: not remotely surprising
but thoroughly deserved’ - Year 12 Parent
“The care, guidance and support for students make the UTC
day highly productive. The pastoral care is outstanding” pg. 5
Year 10 Sky Sports Masterclass with Lesley Owusu

Fabrizio and Lewis supervising Mirco:bit Rocket
Car Races

“I am incredibly proud of this school. This Ofsted report recognises what
makes us different and the high standards and experiences our students
have achieved in a relatively short space of time” - Emma Loveland, Principal
The Great British Pop-up Restaurant supporting Age UK

“Students develop highly effective
skills relevant to employment”
The Watford UTC Ofsted Report pg. 5

Hamzah, Fabrizio and Lewis winning the Fujitsu Operation Innovation Award

“Many aspects of personal development and welfare are very strong.
Students demonstrate real pride in their institution. They are great ambassadors.”
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Andrew explaining his electronics work to MP Richard Harrington

The first annual Woscars Awards

“Students benefit from a learning environment that
is modern and engaging”
Media students editing footage in the Mac Suite

Travel & Tourism students in our Travel Agency, Escape
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Emma and Post-16 Students at the Year 13 Graduation

Barista trained Martyna serving Lorraine at the Poppy Café

“Students feel valued by their teachers. The productive relationships, both in and
out of formal lessons, are key to students’ transformed progress.”
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“It is hugely encouraging that Ofsted has recognised
our strengths and the exceptional experiences we are
delivering for our students. What a great springboard
for the future” - Kate Bearman, Governor

Anna and Melissa writing weekly reflections

“Students get time to
review and reflect on
their work at the end
of each week.
These reflections
demonstrate students’
pride in their
achievements, and
motivation for the
next week.”
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Nhyoumila, Keziya and Jordan in Robotics, Electronics and IT practical lessons

“Teachers promote equality of opportunity well… leaders are rightly proud of the successful work
by teachers to promote science, technology, engineering and mathematics subjects to girls.”
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